
Dinner & Fly Tying for Wednesday, 8-3-22 
DINNER @ 5:30 at:  A & W BBQ Seafood Restaurant (Chinese) 
                             16906 San Fernando Mission Blvd. (south side of SFM Blvd., just east of  
                                  Balboa Blvd.) Granada Hills, CA 91344  
If you’re going to join us for dinner, reply to let me know no later than Tuesday. 

If you’d like to join us in-person but don’t know where we meet, go to spff.org, 

then go to the Fly Tying Group tab and click on Fly Tiers Information. 

FOR IN-PERSON TIERS 
You must be fully vaccinated for Covid-19 ~ Face Masks are Required  

~  Information above this line is for in-person tiers  ~
________________________________________________________________________________ 

~  Information below this line is for everyone  ~
FLY TYING @ 7:00  

Michael Schweit will demonstrate then step-by-step teach a Tuna Tamer 
This fly has worked on albacore, barracuda, bonefish, bonito, calico bass, dorado, silver 
salmon and yellowtail. It can be tied Deceiver or Clouser style and I will explain and show you 
the difference. If you tie it small sizes, it may even work for trout.

MATERIAL LIST 
HOOK: Long shank streamer hook. As I tie for salt, I use much larger hooks (I’ll tie on 

             a Mustad 31360, #5/0), but it can be down sized (TMC 5262, 5263, 300, 9394, 

             9395, 811S, etc.)

THREAD: Black & Strong ~ You have choices depending on the hook size you’re 

                 using: UNI 6/0 or 3/0; UTC 120 or 210 denier; Veevus or ULTRA G.S.P.

EYES: ## Anything from bead chain to barbell eyes. Go according to the fly size you

                 are tying and do not overweight it. You want this fly to jig, and not fall  

                 straight to the bottom.

BODY: ## Black Bucktail. You can substitute what you are comfortable with as long

                  as it builds up some bulk.

TAIL/WING: ## Red Strung Chinese saddle hackle, but you can use long hackles

                           from any neck. I have also used Schlappen but those are pretty large

                           and webby.

## - If needed these items will be available for in-person tiers 
## - If needed this item might be available for in-person tiers.  

REMEMBER ~ it’s perfectly OK to substitute materials for our classes. 
USE WHAT YOU HAVE & LEARN THE TYING TECHNIQUES.


